Arts across the curriculum as a pedagogic ally for primary school teachers

The arts as a pedagogic medium can be an important tool for language learning, and yet many teachers avoid it, often because of a lack of confidence. The main purpose of this study was to explore the possibility of generalist educators, as opposed to art specialists, using the arts successfully as a cross-curricular tool to accelerate English First Additional Language acquisition. Most South African learners speak African languages as a mother tongue, yet they are taught in English from Grade 4 onwards. With the use of an action research project, learners’ English proficiency was assessed with a custom-designed tool and, thereafter, they participated in 10 weekly sessions of arts-integrated English activities before being re-assessed. Positive results confirmed that generalist educators are able to utilise arts, and it showed the urgency for more focused arts-integrated educational training in generalist educator courses at South African universities. Although the research was limited in scope, it raises the question of how teachers for the primary school are educated with regard to learning a language with the use of the arts.

Introduction

The current situation in South African schools

In rural South Africa, many learners lack English skills as it is not the vernacular, and exposure to English of a suitable quality that will assist learners to progress optimally in school is limited. This situation is exacerbated when parents with skills migrate to urban areas to find employment and leave their children in the care of unemployed and sometimes illiterate relatives (Nores and Barnett 2010:272). Unfortunately, many of these households in which the children are left are poor and these children most often do not reach literacy and numeracy milestones. ‘Sub-Saharan Africa has the highest prevalence of children at risk of not reaching developmental potential’ (Black et al. 2017:77). The learners in these rural schools not only lack literacy and numeracy skills but also experience challenges with fine motor skills, like cutting with a scissor or even tying their shoelaces. When these learners start school, they also have extremely limited English skills. They need to be supported to acquire English skills rapidly because English serves as the language of learning and teaching (LoLT) from Grade 4 onwards.

The teachers

Sadly, the teachers in many of the rural schools do not have the necessary English language skills to prepare learners for the transition from mother tongue teaching and learning to English as LoLT in Grade 4. To conceal their limited English skills, teachers sometimes use code-switching as a way of coping.

The author would argue that, to assist generalist teachers in their endeavour of teaching English, integrating the arts (dance, drama, music and visual arts) can be an invaluable pedagogic ally. In this study, she specifically refers to generalist teachers since South African public primary schools rarely have specialists who can teach the arts and must, therefore, rely on the class teacher to teach the art components (Russell-Bowie 2010). The proper skills needed to be able to use arts-integrated teaching methods are lacking in the education sector in general. Educators often have limited art skills because of their own education having been compromised by insufficiently-trained arts educators (LaJevic 2013:3). If pre-service and in-service training does not address the shortfall, the situation is repeated when educators do not have the skills to enrich their own learners through the arts. If generalist educators can be empowered to use the arts confidently in class, it can assist not only with learners’ acquisition of art skills but also be invaluable in general subjects, improving the serious English language deficiencies in the schooling system (Appel 2006; Department of Basic Education 2014).
When exploring the literature, it is clear that using arts as teaching support in an educational setting is not novel (Hallam 2010; Lowe 2002; Paquette & Rieg 2008). The challenge is to train and motivate generalist educators to use arts-integrated teaching without compromising the integrity of the arts. Much is said about the plight of generalist educators having to teach all the arts (Jeeanernet & DeGraffenreid 2012), yet adaptations to curricula and practical ideas are not forthcoming. Many educators do not have the confidence to use the arts because of their never having had the practical experience. LaJevic (2013:3) maintains that ‘Arts Integration [is] a scary place for teachers’ because they were not exposed to it in their own schooling.

**Defining arts-integrated teaching**

When referring to arts-integrated teaching, there are varying definitions. To delineate an appropriate definition, Russell-Bowie’s (2009:5) three models of arts-integrated teaching must first be considered, namely, service connections, symmetric correlations and syntegration. The service connection model refers to a situation where a subject is taught and an activity from another subject is used to assist with retention, for example, teaching about the history of ships and then singing a song like ‘Michael row the boat’ to learn about elements of ships. In this case, no music concepts are taught.

Symmetric correlations is a model in which there is equal emphasis on both subjects, for example, the history of ships is taught and the song ‘Michael row the boat’ is used as a song to teach learners about rowing and trimming the sails. In this instance, different aspects of music would be included and the song would not only be used for its lyric content but also for teaching elements of music. The teacher could discuss the type of song and then teach the use of dynamic differences and their terminology.

Syntegration is a combination of the words ‘synergy’ and ‘integration’, and it implies that better outcomes are achieved when the subjects work together than when they work alone.

In this study, the author uses the symmetric correlations model in her definition of arts-integrated teaching. She defines it as a teaching strategy in which the arts are integrated into another subject as a meaningful component, and not merely as a decorative or time-filling activity in which learners draw a picture or sing a song.

**Why use arts integration?**

Many authors concur that arts integration is important in primary school as a way to enhance teaching and learning, and even more so if there are no arts specialists in the school (Appel 2006) to assist in developing the creativity that goes along with art skills. According to Dewey (1986) and Gardner (1993), the use of an integrated curriculum provides learners with multiple access points because it takes into consideration a range of learning styles and intelligences. Chapman (2015) adds a myriad of benefits to integrated arts teaching by mentioning, among others, the development of deep and unique ways of knowing, respect for other cultures and enhanced socio-emotional development, and creativity. The author agrees with Loepp (1999:2) that real-world problems are not limited to one discipline – a multidisciplinary approach is needed to solve these problems.

**Teacher training**

The arts are underutilised worldwide and existing research mentions several reasons for this, including lack of sufficient pre-service (Collins 2014; Chapman 2015; Russell-Bowie 2010) and in-service training (Power & Klopper 2011). Failoni (1993) refers to the importance of pre-service training to ensure that the arts are meaningfully integrated and not relegated to entertainment status. The intrinsic value of the arts forms must be retained through the incorporation of art principles and elements. Furthermore, LaJevic (2013:2) adds another facet to the value of arts-integrated teaching by arguing that we need to move away from static arts teaching and learning to not only connect the arts to other academic subjects, but also to explore the arts ‘as a way to make meaning of learners’/teachers’ lives and the world in general.’

South African universities generally have single-semester modules that cover all aspects of the four basic arts forms, but it is not possible to learn and master a new skill in such a short time (Van Vuuren & van Niekerk 2015). Russell-Bowie (2012) agrees and states that: teacher educators need to reflect carefully on how they can address these challenges and increase the confidence and competence of their generalist pre-service primary teachers through innovative approaches despite the decrease in face-to-face hours. (p. 62)

In addition, Vermeulen, Klopper and van Niekerk (2011:201) are concerned that ‘most higher education institutes provide an overview of the various arts forms without focusing on the development of knowledge and specific skills in each discrete arts form’. The lack of depth in arts knowledge is a contributing factor to educators avoiding the arts in the classroom. When teachers have not acquired practical skills in the arts (in addition to theoretical knowledge), they will not use them effectively in the classroom.

**How is language learnt?**

As a framework for this research, the author used the music philosophy of Suzuki Talent Education Association of Australia (Victoria) (n.d.), who asserted that mother tongue learning occurs through a process of listening, imitation and repetition. He consequently based his method of music tuition on the premise that music and language skills are acquired in a similar way. Utilising this resemblance between music and language learning to complement second language acquisition makes sense in the music-rooted African context.
To complement Suzuki’s ideas, the author used elements of the English First Additional Language (EFAL) research of Konishi et al. (2014:414), which provides six principles of language learning. These principles, which harmonise with the use of the arts, are as follows: learners must hear more English (through singing songs, doing drama and reading), learning materials must capture the interests of learners (most children enjoy arts activities), learning environments must be interactive and fun (the arts are often interactive and meet the criterion of fun), learners must hear different accents by different English speakers (which can be met through listening to different recorded versions of songs or the accent of the teacher), vocabulary and grammar must play a complementary role in language learning (vocabulary and grammar is included in the complementary mode as the arts activity is usually the focus) and learning must occur within a meaningful context (correctly chosen songs, explorative visual arts activities and drama provide meaningful contexts).

Aims and objectives

The main aim of this study is to gauge the possible impact of arts-integrated teaching in the EFAL classroom setting through the use of simple art activities. The research objectives are, first, to explore art activities as support for English language acquisition and, second, to ascertain the skills needed by generalist educators to implement the arts-integrated teaching style effectively. Furthermore, general arts activities are suggested that support the South African curriculum topics and that can be used confidently in arts-integrated teaching by generalist educators. The knowledge gained could assist universities and education departments to reconsider and streamline arts curricula for generalist educators.

Research methods and design

The pragmatic paradigm described by Mackenzie and Knipe (2006:4) as having aspects of mixed models and which looks at the consequences of actions is perfectly suited to the research as it is ‘real-world practice orientated’. The author explored ‘consequences of actions’ by initiating an arts-integrated language programme and studying its outcomes through a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods.

Data were collected during the author’s involvement as subject advisor in a project initiated by the Zululand Education District during 2013. Subject advisors were encouraged to start educational projects of their choice in the district. The author chose to assist a class in a rural school with English skills through the use of traditional English children’s songs and other complementary arts activities that integrate well with the curriculum.

Permission to use the observations and data for research purposes was obtained from the Chief Education Specialist for Curriculum in the Zululand Education District. All educators involved in informal interviews signed forms of consent.

The unit of research was not preselected. The class that was made available to the author was a Grade 4 class with only 10 learners, making it possible to develop a trust relationship despite the culture and language differences. The author is a white person and from the Afrikaans culture, whereas the learners were predominantly African and isiZulu speakers. According to the class educator, the majority of the learners live in informal settlements with relatives who are often early school leavers and speak English with difficulty. These learners were fairly representative of the majority of learners in the rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal, where 42% of learners are orphaned — having lost either one or both parents (Anderson & Phillips 2006).

For the author’s intervention, she chose 10 songs that link to topics in the National Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) regarding EFAL, Life Skills and Natural Sciences, and built a programme around these. The author only spoke English and did not resort to continuous code-switching (between isiZulu and English) like many educators (Jantjies & Joy 2015) in the current South African education system. It is important to note that the learners in rural areas, who are in Grade 4, have very little language skills and the programme was developed keeping their English ability in mind.

CAPS topics that were included from the Grade 4 curriculum included the following:

- EFAL: Listening and Speaking, Reading and Viewing, Writing and Presenting, Language Structures and Conventions.
- Life Skills: Social Responsibility, Development of the Self, Performing Arts (warm-up and play; improvise and create; read, interpret and perform; and appreciate and reflect) and Visual Arts (visual literacy; create in two dimensions [2D] and three dimensions [3D]; and elements and principles).
- Natural Science and Technology: Life and Living, Planet Earth and Beyond.

Learners were presented with a book into which traditional English children’s songs were pasted, complemented with a worksheet and/or instructions for an art activity. A word wall was created and new words that occur in the songs were added during each session. The word wall consisted of an alphabet frieze, and learners were invited to take turns to add the newly-learnt words (on flash cards) to it. A variety of instruments, mainly percussion, were incorporated into most of the sessions, which consisted of the following: djembe, one guitar, maracas, claves, tambourines and homemade rattles and shakers. Easily obtainable, cheap materials were used for art activities to add to the learning experience and to demonstrate that expensive resources are not required. The envisaged programme (Table 1) was discussed with all educators at the school, and they were invited to observe the sessions if they were able. On the last day of the programme,
TABLE 1: Programme outline showing the content of arts-integrated sessions with Grade 4 class in rural Zululand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Songs</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Learner activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Lord of the Dance (sung by author with guitar accompaniment)</td>
<td>Musical instruments and their names Christianity as religion – the story of Jesus in song</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (Christianity, religion, tambourine, guitar, shaker, bells, triangle and djembe drum) - Communication skills - Writing baseline test for English - Reading the Bible story as presented in the song Music: - Singing the chorus of 'Lord of the Dance' - Playing percussion instruments as accompaniment - Learning about rhythm and beat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes (with actions showing body parts)</td>
<td>My body</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (heads, shoulders, knees, toes, eyes, ears, mouth, nose, legs, arms, back, hands and fingers) - Communication skills - Completing a worksheet labelling parts of the body Music: - Playing percussion instruments - Singing - Binary form in music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Hokey Pokey</td>
<td>My body</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (legs, arms, foot/feet, turn, longer than, shorter than, taller than, bigger than and smaller than) Dance: - Singing and doing the dance movements associated with the song Art: - Paper dolls – body dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Eensy, weensy spider</td>
<td>The weather and spiders</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (spider, rain, thunder, lightning, web, spin, hail and wind) - How the weather affects us and the natural world Art: - Making booklets from a single A4 sheet of paper that contains lyrics of a song to read to their siblings Music: - Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I love you (done with gestures)</td>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (angry, sad, happy, irritated, content, love and hate) - Visual literacy – analysing emoticons Drama: - Mimic emotions depicted on flash cards Music: - Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Do your ears hang low (gestures added)</td>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (bow, knot/not, shoulder/soldier and sling) - Emotions and ways of expressing it Activity: - Tying bows and knots (ribbon and shoelaces) Music: - Marching whilst singing and saluting. What is a march? - Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Baa baa black sheep</td>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (sheep, wool, curly, legs, hide, udder, cow, horns, ears, tail, sharp and soft) - Worksheet with animals – exploring structure of animals Drama and movement: - Imitating animals Art: - Making play dough sheep – focussing on proportion and texture (creating texture with toothpick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Old MacDonald</td>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (goat, bleat, kid, cow, moo, calf, sheep, meh, lamb, pig, grunt, piglet, rooster, crow, hen, cackles and chick) - Worksheet with farm animals, their sounds and their young and derived products Art: - Cow masks made from paper plates – discussing symmetry Music: - Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Twinkle, twinkle, little star</td>
<td>The sky</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (star, sun, moon, planet, shine, twinkle and twinkling) Music: - Singing, using a variety of dynamics (loud, soft, medium, fast and slow) Art: - Interlocking glitter stars made from cardboard – shape versus form (2D and 3D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>The more we get together</td>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>Language: - Vocabulary (happy, happier, happiest, friends, enemies and play) - Listening and speaking Music: - Guitar and percussion accompaniment – ensemble song Dance: - What is a waltz? Circle dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Concert songs</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Language: - Rewriting the baseline assessment test (before the concert) Concert: - Two songs and all musical instruments’ names were rehearsed before presenting a concert to the rest of the school. Learners took turns to introduce all the musical instruments (in English) and then we taught the whole school the song 'I love you' with percussion accompaniments - The learners concluded the concert by singing (and dancing to) 'The more we get together'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2D, two dimensions; 3D, three dimensions.
educators were interviewed informally. Table 1 presents an outline of the contents covered in each session.

A test, used as both pre- and post-test, was set using a format similar to that used by the South African Department of Basic Education during the Annual National Assessment (Appendix 1). Only three of the words that are in the song lyrics were included in the test.

Teaching sessions
The first session started with mutual introductions and activities like the creation of a word wall and an explanation of the concept of a word wall to the learners. They were taught the names of the instruments and how to play them. Each learner had the opportunity to play their name rhythm and the rhythm of the instruments’ names using a percussion instrument. At this stage of the lesson, learners were merely improvising with the instruments and playing in unison. Instrument names were added to the word wall. The author sang a song (‘Lord of the Dance’) using a guitar as accompaniment, and learners were invited to join in during the simple repetitive chorus, using their percussion instruments (Figure 1). Learners then read the lyrics of the song with the author and were assisted with linking the content of the song to a religion. A selection of difficult words from the song were explained and added to the word wall. Christianity as religion was briefly discussed. After repeating the song chorus in several different ways using dynamics and tempo variations, learners proceeded to complete a baseline assessment test to determine their English proficiency. The mother tongue isiZulu-speaking class teacher explained to them in isiZulu that the purpose of the test was to see how they could be assisted and that it was not going to make them pass or fail. They were not assisted with any of the questions. To end the session, ‘Lord of the Dance’ was sung several times with percussion accompaniment variations.

All sessions shared a similar format: greeting, singing previously learnt songs and a quiz about previously-learnt vocabulary. After the revision, a new song was learnt and repeated several times with a focus on linking subject content, art elements and principles as well as vocabulary. A variety of percussion instruments were used in different combinations as song accompaniment. New vocabulary was added to the word wall and then followed by an art activity and/or completion of a worksheet. At the end of each session, the new song was repeated. Some educators often came in to join the lessons.

During the final session, the Grade 4 class rewrote the baseline test and presented an interactive concert (Figure 2), among other activities.

Results
Quantitative results were obtained from the test results and qualitative results from interviews, observations and video clips. As only eight learners were present on the day of the test, only eight tests could be compared (Figure 3).

The pre-test showed an average mark of 26.25% and the post-test had a 47.5% average – equating to an average improvement of 21.25%. Three of the test questions covered vocabulary that was contained in the songs, and these answers showed a 45.8% average improvement. A question in which a calculation needed to be done showed no improvement.

There was a marked increase in the confidence of the learners during communication with the author (in English), as can be seen in videotaped snippets of the sessions. The class educator reported that the general interest in English communication had risen and that learners frequently asked whether they could sing the songs they had learnt. Learners were very proud of their displayed artwork that they had completed during the sessions.
Interviews held with generalist educators after the programme suggested that they would be able to implement the programme and cope with the activities but they had never ‘thought’ of doing it together in such a way. Some educators were worried that they could not play a guitar and that this might deduct from the novelty of singing with instrumental accompaniment. The general view, however, was that it would not matter. Two of the educators mentioned that they would need to be assisted with new ideas and songs. An educator from an adjacent class noticed that some learners were often practising to read the new vocabulary on the word wall by pointing it with the educator’s stick when they were left alone in class. The children’s activity shows that the word wall has an important role in the classroom.

Discussion

The key findings are that arts activities have a positive impact on second language acquisition as was noticeable in the test results that showed a general improvement in the answering and understanding of the questions as well as vocabulary. The more pronounced improvement in the test questions that contained song vocabulary can be seen as possible evidence that the improvement is even more enhanced when specific vocabulary is targeted in songs.

Despite the absenteeism of some learners during some sessions, everybody showed an improvement in marks, which confirms that arts-integrated teaching can have a positive effect on the development of language skills. This teaching method created a relaxed and creative atmosphere conducive to learning, and generalist educators indicated that they would be able to replicate it.

Although it is evident that music and song in particular, and arts in general, have an influence on the acquisition of an additional language, it was difficult to measure the precise influence because of a variety of factors:

- It was the second time that these learners wrote the exact same test, which could have assisted them in understanding the structure of the questions better. Two similar tests should be used rather than one test.
- The learner improvement could be partially because of the teaching method.
- The author only spoke English to the learners during the sessions as opposed to the code-switching to which they are accustomed.

It would be interesting to duplicate the study in a more affluent area to see whether the results correspond.

Conclusion

In South Africa, where there is a need for interventions to master English in schools, the use of arts-integrated teaching makes sense. Universities need to ensure that generalist educators do not only have theoretical arts knowledge but also have the opportunity to develop practical skills so that they can use integrated arts teaching confidently in the classroom. Using the arts does not require vast financial resources – a voice, homemade percussion instruments, cardboard, glue, crayons and scissors will suffice. By training pre-service and in-service generalist educators sufficiently in arts integration, the EFAL deficiency in South African schools can be markedly improved.
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Appendix 1: The test (pre-and post-test) used during the action research project

Baseline assessment:
Grade 4 Second Language Project

Name:_______________________________________

Read the text below and then answer the questions:

Cindy is a girl of 10 years old. She lives near Vryheid with her grandmother and two little brothers: Sipho who is 4 years old and Elias who is 8 years old. Their home is very small but it is tidy and clean. All the children help their granny to clean the house.

They are a very happy family and spend a lot of time planting and caring for the vegetables in their garden. They have planted mealies, potatoes and pumpkins and always have fresh vegetables to eat.

Sipho is still very young and does not go to school. When Cindy and Elias come back from school in the afternoon, they read stories to Sipho because they want him to be clever. Their teachers told them that children get very clever if they read many books. Sipho’s favourite stories are the ones about animals.

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter next to it.

Question 1
Cindy is the youngest child in her family.
   a) Yes
   b) No
   c) Unsure
   d) Sometimes

Question 2
Granny sells vegetables to the neighbours.
   a) Yes
   b) No
   c) Unsure
   d) Sometimes

Question 3
Sipho likes stories about animals.
   a) Yes
   b) No
   c) Unsure
   d) Sometimes
Question 4
Elias is _______ years older than Sipho.

a) 2
b) 3
c) 4
d) 5 (1)

Question 5
Sipho is in Grade 1.

a) True
b) False (1)

Complete the sentences below by choosing a word from the box:

house; garden; stories; fruit; vegetables; silly; neat; clever

Question 6
Elias and Cindy often read ________________ to their little brother. (1)

Question 7
Mealies and potatoes are _________________. (1)

Question 8
Children who read a lot get very ________________. (1)

Question 9
This family spends a lot of time in the _________________. (1)

Question 10
The children’s home is very _________________. (1)

Study the school timetable below and then answer the questions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lesson 1 8:00–8:30</th>
<th>Lesson 2 8:30–9:00</th>
<th>Lesson 3 9:00–9:30</th>
<th>Lesson 4 9:30–10:00</th>
<th>Lesson 5 10:30–11:00</th>
<th>Lesson 6 11:00–11:30</th>
<th>Lesson 7 11:30–12:00</th>
<th>Lesson 8 12:30–13:00</th>
<th>Lesson 9 13:00–13:30</th>
<th>Lesson 10 13:30–14:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>NS/TECH</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>NS/TECH</td>
<td>NS/TECH</td>
<td>NS/TECH</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>NS/TECH</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>isiZulu</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>NS/TECH</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 11
What do the children do after 14:00 every day? (1)

Question 12
At what time during the school day do the children go out to play? (1)

Question 13
What do the children do in Lesson 4 on Thursday? (1)
Question 14
Name the two days that come after Friday.  
_________________  
_________________

(2)

Question 15
Study the pictures below and then write which body part is injured using correct English. (3)

Question 16
Write a sentence where you tell us which subject is your favourite. Give a reason.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(2)

TOTAL: 20